Ten Principles of Becoming:  
**A Small Orthodox Parish with a Bright Future**

At the 2017 Small Parish Forum attendees worked to create a consensus list of ten important “principles of vibrant small parishes”. The principles are based around the conference’s basic premise that:

**Small is NOT Big. Small is OK.**

Small parishes are different from large ones. Small churches are not miniature big churches. They think feel & act different. There is nothing wrong with being small. Small parishes can live a life in Christ without necessarily becoming “big”.

Bigger is not better. Better is better. The advantages of small parishes are love, community, fellowship and authenticity. Build on these.

While many more principles were suggested these are the key values, beliefs and standards that attendees felt are most important and should be shared with other Orthodox small parishes.

**Foundations**

1. **The Church is for Everyone** – Often parishes, particularly small ones, can have a tendency to welcome only “people like us”.

2. **Your Parish is a Living Organism** - Parishes can (and do) die. Not every parish can grow, but any parish can become more vibrant if it wants to do so. 

   Clergy and Laity are co-responsible for the health and future of their parish. Together they chart a course for change and a better future.

3. **Vision and Aspiration** – Small Parishes with a future engage with the future. They define their mission, their particular vision and understand their values. All with a spirit of hopefulness. They realistically assess gifts, talents and resources. They stop doing things that are no longer useful or do not fit their mission. They ask good, tough questions.

4. **Take Risks. Don’t Accept Mediocrity.** - Small parishes with a future try new things. They are not afraid to take (intelligent) risks. Adopt a spirit of hopeful dissatisfaction.

5. **Don’t Take on Too Much** – You cannot “fix”/strengthen everything at once. Your parish has become what it is, for good or not so good, over many years. Make the decision to intentionally work to strengthen one or two areas at a time. Be discerning in choices.

**Critical Practices**

7. **Active Worship** - Worshipping in the best manner possible is an imperative for Orthodox small parishes. Good Orthodox worship is active, participative, holy, joyous and thankful. It engages the mind and heart.

8. **Any Church Can be Charitable** - No church is too small to reach out to others in need. Serving others breaks you free from the shackles of self-absorption.

9. **Replenishing Is Imperative** – To be a parish with a future you must retain current parishioners AND attract new ones. Current parishioners may move away and they will die. Growing is good. Replenishing is imperative. Communicate the parish in an honest, attractive and positive way to the local community. Engage newcomers by ‘inviting them in’ to what may be a very close and (perhaps unintentionally) closed community.

10. **Reasonable Clergy Compensation** - Pay your priest according to reasonable standards. If the priest needs secular employment clarify the division of labor and priest’s expectations. (Saturday vespers? Sunday liturgy, Holy week schedules? Feast days? Visitation? Deanery meetings? Ministry participation? etc.) The greater the need for priest’ supplementary income (secular employment) the more lay persons need to assist. Regardless of time commitment, the priest can’t and shouldn’t do everything. Many tasks can be done by lay persons.

Questions? Need further info on building a future for your small Orthodox parish?

Contact [Joe Kormos](tel:513-683-1911) or (cell) 513-518-5878.